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a b s t r a c t

Social networking big data is a collection of extremely big data setswith great diversity in social networks.
Social networking big data is also a core component for the social influence analysis and the security.
However, current work on social networking big data focuses on information processing, such as data
mining and analysis. There are two important issues for social networking big data, one is how to
conduct social network analysis; the other is how to ensure security. This special issue aims to solicit
original research that discuss foundational theories, new technologies, security, trust and privacy of social
networking big data; and to provide a review on the progress in opportunities, solutions, and challenges
of social networking big data.

© 2018 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

Social networking big data [1] is a collection of very huge
data sets with a great diversity of types from social networks
(e.g., Facebook, WeChat). The emerging paradigm of social net-
working and big data provide enormous novel approaches to
efficiently adopt advanced networking communications and big
data analytic schemas by using the existing mechanism. The rapid
development of social networking big data brings revolutionary
changes to our daily lives and global business, which has been ad-
dressed by recent research. However, attackers are taking advan-
tages of social networks to achieve their malicious goals, making
the security issue a critical concernwhenwe use social networking
big data in practice.

There are two important aspects of social networking big data
due to the complexity and diversity. One is how to conduct social
network analysis based on big data; the other is how to use big
data analytic technique to ensure security of social networks using
various security mechanisms. Current work on social networking
big data focuses on information processing, such as data mining
and analysis [2,3]. However, security, trust and privacy of social
networking big data are remarkably significant for current re-
searchers and practitioners to address and seek efficient methods
to different threats. The special issue concentrates on the chal-
lenging topic ‘‘Social Networking Big Data’’, and aims to solicit
original research papers that discuss foundational theories, new
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technologies, security, trust and privacy of social networking big
data [4].

In fact, social networking big data has become essential compo-
nents of various distributed services, applications, and systems [5],
including viral marketing, influential bloggers finding, information
retrieval, online advertising, sentiment analysis or opinionmining,
personalized recommendation [6], opinion leader finding, mal-
ware propagation containing, etc. In addition, social networking
big data focuses on the collection of big data from social networks,
big data preprocessing, selection of evaluation metrics, measuring
social influence, design of influence maximization algorithm, per-
formance analysis on related algorithm or model [7,8].

The special issue of FGCS is dedicated to the topics of social
networking big data: opportunities, solutions, and challenges as
follows.

• Fundamentals: Modeling on social influence with big data;
social influence analysis with big data; modeling on the
characteristics and mechanisms of social networks; influ-
ence maximization problem with big data; dynamic social
influence analysis in large-scale social networks; social in-
fluence analysis in heterogeneous social network; casual
relationship in large-scale social networks [9,10].

• Technologies: Recommendations and advertising in social
networkswith big data; influence propagation in large-scale
social networks; user behavior analysiswith social influence
evaluation; methods for distinguishing the positive, nega-
tive, and controversy influence; models, methods, and tools
for influence propagation; community detection methods
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with big data; modeling community influence in social net-
works; impact of social networks on human social behavior;
human behavior analysis in social networks with big data;
impact of social networks on human social behavior [5,11].

• Security: Modeling on malicious information propagation
with social influence analysis; secure social networking ap-
plication with social influence analysis; prevention of mal-
ware propagation in social networks; modeling on the se-
cure mechanisms of social networks; novel secure solutions
for designing; supporting and operating social networks;
threat and vulnerability analysis in social networks; secure
social network architecture with big data; secure social
networking applications with big data; security design for
social networks in big data; models, methods, and tools
for testing the security of social networks; spam problems
in social networks with big data; detection for malicious
information propagation in social networks [12–15].

• Trust: Trust evaluation in social networks with big data;
trust management in social networks with big data; mod-
els, methods, and tools for testing the trust of social net-
works [16,17].

• Privacy: Privacy in management and analysis of social net-
working big data; privacy protection in social networkswith
big data; models, methods, and tools for protecting the
privacy of social networks [18–20].

The goal of this special issue is to encourage research and
development in social networking big data. In response to the CFP
(call for papers), we were pleased to see 35 submissions from 10
countries and areas all over the world, which was far more than
we expected. The large number of submissions also reflects the
importance of this research field. After a careful review, seven
excellent papers have been selected from a good number of quality
submissions received. A detailed overview of the selected papers is
given as follows.

The first four articles fall in applications for social network anal-
ysis with big data. The first paper, A Novel Context-aware Recom-
mendation Algorithm with Two-level SVD in Social Networks, by Cui
et al. [21], proposes a context-aware recommendation algorithm
with two-level SVD, named CTLSVD. The second paper, An Indica-
tive Opinion Generation Model for Short Texts on Social Networks, by
Zhao et al. [22], develops an indicative opinion generation model
utilizing BM25 to identify the important text and using syntactic
parsing to obtain the brief opinion representation. The third paper,
Mining ofMarital Distress fromMicroblogging Social Networks: A Case
Study on Sina Weibo, Mao et al. [23], proposes a model, named
discovering marital distress (DMD), to discover the crowds with
marital distress.

The second category is made up of two papers about social net-
work analysis in big data. The fourth paper,Maximizing Positive In-
fluence Spread inOnline Social Networks via FluidDynamics, byWang
et al. [24], proposes an influence spread model called Fluidspread,
to characterize the influence spread process as the fluid update
process in three dimensions: the fluid height difference, the fluid
temperature and the temperature difference, by using the fluid
dynamics theory. This fifth paper, Incremental Term Representation
Learning for Social Network Analysis, by Peng et al. [25], presents a
method that can factorize co-occurrencematrix to query the latest
semantic vectors. It divides the streaming social network data into
old and updated training tasks respectively, and factorizes the
training objective function based on stochastic gradient methods
to update vectors.

The third category is about privacy protection in social net-
works with big data. The sixth paper, On the Limitations of Existing
Notions of Location Privacy, by Dong et al. [26], illustrates the
limitations of existing notions by constructing such scenarios, and

introduces a formal definition on location privacy by quantifying
the distance between the prior and posterior distribution over
the possible locations. Furthermore, a near-optimal obfuscation
mechanism is constructed by solving an optimization problem.

The fourth category is about security design for social networks
in big data. Last but not least, the seventh paper, PRECISE: Identity-
Based Private Data Sharing with Conditional Proxy Re-encryption in
Online Social Networks, by Huang et al. [27], proposes an identity-
based private data sharing scheme with big data for on-line so-
cial networks. It adopted attribute-based conditional proxy re-
encryption to guarantee that only the data disseminators whose
attributes satisfy access policy can disseminate the data to their
own social space.

We hope this special issue would provide some in-sight into
recent research in social networking big data. This special issue
also provides certain guidance for academic and industry advances,
and these accomplishments are regarded as a basis toward future
research directions, and vital commercial applications. We would
like to thank all the authors who submitted their research papers
to this special issue. We would also like to thank all the anony-
mous reviewers who read the papers for their time and effort, and
offer good comments and suggestions to the authors to improve
their papers. In particular, we would like to express our sincere
appreciation to the Editor-in-Chief, Professor Peter Sloot, for his
constructive suggestions and timely guidance during the life cycle
of this special issue.

Finally, we hope potential readers will be fond of the papers
in this special issue, and further explore these promising and
uncharted research fields for social networking big data.
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